Windy Hill Courtyard
2045 South Park Place
Atlanta, GA 30339
(770) 955-3838

DIRECTIONS

From I-75: (heading North) Take the Windy Hill Road Exit #260. Off of the Exit take a left and at the third light take a right. The hotel will be 1.5 blocks ahead on the right.

From I-75: (heading South) Take the Windy Hill Road Exit #260. Off of the Exit take a right and at the first light take a right. The hotel will be 1.5 blocks ahead on the right.

From I-285: (heading West or East) Take I-285 to the I-75 interchange. Take I-75 North to the Windy Hill Road Exit #260. Take the Windy Hill Road Exit #260. Off of the Exit take a left and at the third light take a right. The hotel will be 1.5 blocks ahead on the right.